Use this handy score-sheet to help improve your watercolor paintings!
Assign a value of 0 - 5 for each of the following 20 painting imperatives.
Reach a score of 100 and you likely have a watercolor masterpiece on your hands!

Reason & Story

I have a compelling and emotional feeling about the subject I intend to paint.
There is a simple story or plot line within my painting.

Composition & Drawing
I’ve simplified my scene into as few shapes as possible, using a few big shapes, medium shapes and small shapes.
My composition is asymmetrical yet balanced and is divided into background, middle-ground and foreground regions.
My drawing is correct with respect to perspective, scale and vantage point.

Value Plan & Good Light

My scene has a good balance of four discernible values ( White of paper, light middle, dark middle and dark. )

At least 60% of the surface area of my painting is but a singular, translucent wash of pigment.

Depth

By using atmospheric perspective to mute objects in the distance and wet-in-wet paint applications to
blur the edges of shapes in both the background and foreground, my painting has a good sense of “depth.”

Washes

My broad washes are translucent, pristine and brush-mark free, using alternating combinations of warm and cool hues.

Shadows

My shadows are cool and warm, translucent washes that are logical with respect to the main light source and
interconnect throughout the entire painting.

Color Strategy

My painting utilizes a dominant hue throughout the entire painting.
I have used a limited number of hues that are within the same family or general area of the color wheel.

Edges

I have strategically utilized a good balance of soft and hard edges throughout my painting.

Texture

My painting includes select areas of textural effects that may include dry brushwork, splatter, mottled washes
or other means.

Focal Area

My painting incorporates a clear area of focus that supports my story.
I have utilized high contrast arrangements of my most important characters by placing dark figures in front of
light backgrounds and/or light subjects in front of dark backgrounds.

Details

I have added opaque details to help draw attention to my focal area.
I have used a long haired rigger brush to introduce fine lines that may serve to connect regions
of my painting and guide my viewers eye towards my focal area.

Highlights
I carefully protected the white of the paper for key shapes and halos around important objects.
I have strategically placed a few pure white highlights onto key figures and objects within my painting to
attract the viewers attention
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20 - 40

40 - 60

60 - 80

Hmmm,
watercolors
are not easy
... don’t give up.

80 - 100

It’s OK,
I’m still
learning

Getting Better!

Look out
world, here
I come!!!
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